Abstract—Inflammation plays a major role in atherothrombosis, and measurement of inflammatory markers such as high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (HSCRP) may provide a novel method for detecting individuals at high risk of plaque rupture. Several large-scale prospective studies demonstrate that HSCRP is a strong independent predictor of future myocardial infarction and stroke among apparently healthy men and women and that the addition of HSCRP to standard lipid screening may improve global risk prediction among those with high as well as low cholesterol levels. Because agents such as aspirin and statins seem to attenuate inflammatory risk, HSCRP may also have utility in targeting proven therapies for primary prevention. Inexpensive commercial assays for HSCRP are now available; they have shown variability and classification accuracy similar to that of cholesterol screening. Risk prediction algorithms using a simple quintile approach to HSCRP evaluation have been developed for outpatient use. Thus, although limitations inherent to inflammatory screening remain, available data suggest that HSCRP has the potential to play an important role as an adjunct for global risk assessment in the primary prevention of cardiovascular disease. (Circulation. 2001;103:1813-1818.)
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Laboratory and experimental evidence indicate that atherosclerosis, in addition to being a disease of lipid accumulation, also represents a chronic inflammatory process.\(^1\) Thus, researchers have hypothesized that inflammatory markers such as high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (HSCRP) may provide an adjunctive method for global assessment of cardiovascular risk.\(^2\) In support of this hypothesis, several large-scale prospective epidemiological studies have shown that plasma levels of HSCRP are a strong independent predictor of risk of future myocardial infarction, stroke, peripheral arterial disease, and vascular death among individuals without known cardiovascular disease.\(^4\)–\(^14\) In addition, among patients with acute coronary ischemia,\(^15\)–\(^18\) stable angina pectoris,\(^19\) and a history of myocardial infarction,\(^20\) levels of HSCRP have been associated with increased vascular event rates.

Based in part on these data, high-sensitivity assays for CRP have become available in standard clinical laboratories. However, clinical application of HSCRP testing will depend not only on demonstration of independent predictive value, but also on demonstration that addition of HSCRP testing to traditional screening methods improves cardiovascular risk prediction. Furthermore, application of HSCRP as a tool to assist in global risk assessment requires knowledge of population distribution of HSCRP, clinical characteristics of HSCRP evaluation, and magnitude of risk of future coronary events that can be expected at each level of HSCRP.

Epidemiological Evidence Supporting HSCRP Evaluation in Primary Prevention

The hypothesis that CRP testing might have prognostic usefulness for patients with acute myocardial infarction dates to the 1940s, when levels of CRP were observed to increase as part of the “acute-phase response” associated with ischemia. However, standard assays for CRP lack the sensitivity needed to determine levels of inflammation within normal range, and thus clinical utility of standard CRP evaluation for vascular risk detection is extremely limited.

More recently, with the recognition that inflammation is a critical component in determination of plaque stability\(^1\) and with the availability of highly sensitive assay systems, CRP levels in the low-normal range were found to have predictive value for individuals admitted to hospital with acute coronary ischemia.\(^15\)–\(^17\) However, interpretation of these data are complex, given that acute ischemia itself may trigger an inflammatory response. Thus, application of HSCRP testing as a tool to improve coronary risk prediction required direct evaluation in large-scale prospective studies of apparently healthy individuals in which baseline levels of...
HSCRP could be related to future risk of cardiovascular events.

As shown in Figure 1, several studies from both the United States and Europe indicate that elevated levels of HSCRP among apparently healthy men and women are a strong predictor of future cardiovascular events. For example, in a cohort of 22,000 middle-aged men with no clinical evidence of disease, those with baseline levels of HSCRP in the highest quartile had a 2-fold increase in risk of stroke or peripheral vascular disease and a 3-fold increase in risk of myocardial infarction. These effects were independent of all other lipid and nonlipid risk factors and were present among smokers as well as nonsmokers.

Epidemiological data supporting the role of HSCRP as a biomarker for vascular risk are consistent across different study populations, including smokers enrolled in the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial and elderly patients followed in the Cardiovascular Health Study; postmenopausal women in the Women’s Health Study; and in 3 independent European cohorts, the MONICA Augsburg cohort, the Helsinki Heart Study, and the British Regional Practice study. In most of these studies, effect of HSCRP on vascular risk remained highly significant after adjustment for traditional risk factors typically used in global risk-assessment algorithms. Risk estimates appear to be linear across the spectrum of inflammation, these sequential quintiles can be considered in clinical terms to represent individuals with low, mild, moderate, high, and highest relative risks, respectively, of future cardiovascular disease.

**Figure 1.** Prospective studies of HSCRP as a marker for future cardiovascular events among individuals without known coronary disease. For consistency across studies, risk estimates and 95% CI are calculated as comparison of top vs bottom quartile within each study population. See references 4–14.

**Figure 2.** Adjusted relative risks of future myocardial infarction associated with increasing quintiles of HSCRP (hs-CRP) among apparently healthy middle-aged men (left) and women (right). Risk estimates are adjusted for age, smoking status, body mass index (kg/m²), diabetes, history of hyperlipidemia, history of hypertension, exercise level, and family history of coronary disease.

**Risk Estimates Associated With HSCRP Evaluation**

Although epidemiological studies demonstrate association between low-grade inflammation and vascular risk, application of HSCRP testing in clinical practice requires estimates of risk across a spectrum of HSCRP levels. However, distribution of HSCRP is rightward skewed such that clinical application will likely require recasting measured HSCRP levels into an ordinal system. A useful approach to this problem is to divide HSCRP values into population based quintiles. Risk estimates based on such an analysis for apparently healthy American men and women are shown in Figure 2. Overall, for each quintile increase in HSCRP, the adjusted relative risk of suffering a future cardiovascular event increased 26% for men (95% CI 11% to 44%; \( P<0.005 \)) and 33% for women (95% CI 13% to 56%; \( P<0.001 \)). In addition to being stratified by gender, data presented in Figure 2 are adjusted for age, smoking status, family history of premature coronary disease, diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, exercise level, and body-mass index, the major determinants of risk evaluated in global cardiovascular prediction algorithms such as that developed from the Framingham Heart Study.

Application of this quintile approach to HSCRP testing requires knowledge of the population distribution of HSCRP. The Table presents a representative population distribution of HSCRP based on analysis of >5000 Americans without known cardiovascular disease. In this survey, median HSCRP level was 0.16 mg/dL and ranges of HSCRP for those with lowest (quintile 1) to highest (quintile 5) vascular risk were 0.01 to 0.069, 0.07 to 0.11, 0.12 to 0.19, 0.20 to 0.38, and 0.38 mg/dL. As risk estimates appear to be linear across the spectrum of inflammation, these sequential quintiles can be considered in clinical terms to represent individuals with low, mild, moderate, high, and highest relative risks, respectively, of future cardiovascular disease.

**Distribution of HSCRP Among Apparently Healthy American Men and Women**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quintile</th>
<th>Range, mg/dL</th>
<th>Risk Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01–0.07</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.07–0.11</td>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.12–0.19</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.20–0.38</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.38–1.50</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data derived by Dade-Behring assay for HSCRP.
Potential Additive Value of HSCRP In Global Risk Assessment

In current strategies of global risk assessment, lipid testing is the only blood test routinely recommended. However, HSCRP evaluation may have the potential to improve cardiovascular risk prediction models when used as an adjunct to this approach. For example, in the Women’s Health Study, area under the receiver-operator curve associated with HSCRP testing in combination with total and HDL cholesterol evaluation was significantly greater than that associated with lipid evaluation alone. Although ROC characteristics are useful for interpreting test sensitivity and specificity, these data can be more easily understood by examining estimates of relative risk associated with combined lipid and HSCRP testing. Such an analysis for middle-aged men is presented in Figure 3, left, with the quintile approach outlined above. As shown, men with levels of both HSCRP and the total cholesterol:HDL cholesterol ratio in the top quintile represent a very-high-risk group compared with men with levels of both parameters in the lowest quintile. However, as also shown, increasing quintiles of HSCRP have additive predictive value at all lipid levels, including those typically associated with low to moderate risk. A similar quintile-based analysis of combined HSCRP and lipid testing for women is provided in Figure 3, right.

HSCRP testing may also have potential prognostic value among “low-risk” subgroups as determined by traditional methods of global risk detection. Among postmenopausal women, HSCRP levels are a strong predictor of subsequent cardiovascular risk among nonsmokers, as well as among those without hypertension, diabetes, or a family history of myocardial infarction. Moreover, in an analysis of women with LDL levels below 130 mg/dL (current target for lipid reduction set by National Cholesterol Education Program guidelines for primary prevention) those with elevated levels of HSCRP still had markedly elevated risks of future myocardial infarction, stroke, and coronary revascularization, even after adjustment for other traditional risk factors. Further support for potential utility of HSCRP testing as an adjunct in global risk assessment is provided in a recent meta-analysis of 14 population-based cohorts adjusted for smoking and most major vascular risk factors. In that analysis, which in aggregate included 2557 cases with a mean follow-up of 8 years, individuals with baseline HSCRP levels in the top third of the distribution had a 2-fold increase in risk of future vascular events (95%CI 1.5 to 2.3; P<0.001). Importantly, no evidence was seen of heterogeneity among these studies, which indicates broad consistency in predictive value of HSCRP across different population groups.

Direct Comparisons of HSCRP With Other Novel Markers of Vascular Risk

Testing for homocysteine and lipoprotein(a), both of which are involved in atherothrombosis, have been recommended for certain high-risk groups. For example, homocysteine evaluation is recommended among those with impaired methionine metabolism due to renal failure or hypothyroidism, whereas lipoprotein(a) assessment has been recommended for those with premature atherosclerosis in the absence of other risk factors. Three large-scale prospective studies have compared directly the relative efficacy of homocysteine screening to HSCRP evaluation. In each study, magnitude of risk prediction associated with HSCRP levels in the top quintile was greater than that associated with similar elevations of homocysteine.

In 1 prospective cohort of women, levels of homocysteine, lipoprotein(a), several inflammatory parameters including HSCRP, and a full lipid panel were simultaneously measured as markers of subsequent vascular risk. Figure 4 shows univariate relative risk of future cardiovascular events in that cohort for women in the top versus bottom quartile for each factor.
of these parameters. As shown, HSCRP was the single strongest predictor of risk (RR 4.4 for the highest versus lowest quartile). In multivariate analysis, only HSCRP level and total:HDL cholesterol ratio proved to have independent predictive value once age, smoking status, obesity, hypertension, family history, and diabetes also were accounted for.

Assay Characteristics of HSCRP Tests
Standard clinical assays for CRP typically have a lower detection limit of 3 to 8 mg/L. Thus, these assays lack sensitivity within the low-normal range and cannot be used effectively for vascular risk prediction. In recognition of this limitation, initial epidemiological studies used research-based assays designed to determine CRP levels with excellent fidelity and reproducibility across the normal range.\(^{30-31}\) Several such “high-sensitivity” or “ultra-sensitive” assays for CRP are now commercially available or in development, and formal standardization programs have been undertaken to ensure comparability across HSCRP assays.\(^{32-34}\)

Clinical studies demonstrate that results with 1 commercial HSCRP assay (Dade Behring Inc) correlate well with HSCRP levels on the basis of early research assays.\(^{32}\) In several large-scale prospective studies, this assay has been shown to reproduce predictive value of HSCRP testing for both peripheral arterial disease\(^{32}\) and for myocardial infarction and stroke.\(^{4}\) At this time, several other HSCRP assays are in clinical development and appear to have acceptable test characteristics.\(^{34}\) In the low normal range needed for vascular risk detection, the variability and classification accuracy of HSCRP is similar to that of total cholesterol.\(^{34a}\)

HSCRP levels increase with acute infection and trauma.\(^{35}\) Thus, testing should be avoided within a 2- to 3-week window in patients who have had an upper respiratory infection or other acute illness. Individuals with clinically apparent inflammatory conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis or lupus are likely to have elevations of HSCRP well into the clinical range; HSCRP evaluation for the purpose of vascular risk prediction may be of limited value in such patients. However, for most individuals, HSCRP levels appear to be stable over long periods of time.\(^{36}\) These latter data support the possibility that enhanced inflammatory response and, hence, increased propensity to plaque rupture may involve important genetic determinants.

In an ongoing survey of several thousand American men and women, <2% of all HSCRP values have been >1.5 mg/dL, a level considered to be indicative of a clinically relevant inflammatory condition. In such cases, the HSCRP measure should be repeated to exclude possibility of recent infection. If a second clinically elevated level is observed, evaluation for a previously unsuspected inflammatory condition may be warranted.

In contrast to results for cytokines such as IL-6, no circadian variation appears to exist for HSCRP.\(^{37}\) Thus, clinical testing for HSCRP can be accomplished without regard for time of day.

Management of Patients With Elevated Levels of HSCRP
No specific therapy has been evaluated for its ability to reduce HSCRP, nor does any direct evidence indicate that reduction of HSCRP necessarily will result in reduced risk of cardiovascular events. However, data derived from randomized clinical trials of acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin)\(^{38}\) and statin therapy\(^{39}\) suggest that attributable risk reductions achieved by these agents are greater in the presence of elevated HSCRP levels. For example, in a randomized trial of aspirin, attributable risk reduction for this agent was 56% among those with baseline levels of HSCRP in the upper quartile but was sequentially smaller as levels of HSCRP declined.\(^{6}\)

Similarly, in the Cholesterol and Recurrent Events (CARE) trial, patients with evidence of ongoing inflammation as detected by high levels of HSCRP as well as a second marker of inflammation, serum amyloid A, appeared to have a greater relative risk reduction in subsequent coronary events attributable to pravastatin than did those without a detectable inflammatory response.\(^{20}\) In that trial, mean HSCRP levels decreased nearly 40% during a 5-year period among those allocated to pravastatin versus placebo, an effect not related to pravastatin-induced changes in LDL cholesterol.\(^{16}\)

Postmenopausal hormone replacement therapy has been shown in cross-sectional\(^{38,39}\) and intervention studies\(^{40,41}\) to increase levels of HSCRP, an effect that may not be present for specific estrogen receptor modulators or for transdermal estrogen preparations. Although the mechanism of this effect is uncertain, these data may help explain the potential increase in vascular risk associated with initiation of hormone replacement therapy observed in the Heart Estrogen/progestin Replacement Study.\(^{42}\) Ongoing research will be needed to determine whether net benefit or hazard of hormone replacement therapy in postmenopausal women can be predicted on the basis of HSCRP evaluation.

Obesity is associated directly with increased plasma levels of HSCRP, an observation consistent with findings that adipocytes secrete interleukin-6, a primary hepatic stimulant for CRP production.\(^{43,44}\) Indeed, interleukin-6 levels as well as levels of tumor necrosis factor-\(\alpha\) have been found to predict risk of first and recurrent coronary events.\(^{3,45,46}\) Thus, attenuation of the inflammatory response may represent a mechanism by which diet and weight loss reduce vascular risk. Effects of low levels of exercise on coronary risk have recently been demonstrated, which is an intriguing issue given that exercise also reduces several inflammatory markers.\(^{47}\) Diabetic patients have increased levels of HSCRP,\(^{48}\) which suggests a role for systemic inflammation in diabesity and the insulin resistance syndrome.\(^{44,49}\) Smokers have elevated levels of HSCRP, interleukin-6, and soluble intercellular adhesion molecule type-1, and smoking cessation may lead to reductions in these parameters. Finally, growth hormone replacement reduces levels of several inflammatory markers, including HSCRP, which is of interest because growth hormone–deficient adults have increased cardiovascular mortality.\(^{50}\)

Ongoing clinical studies will help to address remaining areas of controversy regarding use of inflammatory markers such as HSCRP in coronary risk prediction. At this time, available data indicate that HSCRP testing may increase the yield of programs designed to detect high-risk patients for subsequent coronary occlusion, particularly in the setting of primary prevention. Thus, HSCRP may be of assistance in
global risk-assessment programs designed to better target intervention efforts, including smoking cessation, weight loss, diet, and exercise. Potential utility of HSCRP testing as a means to improve cost-to-benefit ratio of statin therapy is also under evaluation, given that data from the AFCAPS/TexCAPS trial of lovastatin and from the WOSCOPS trial of pravastatin indicate that these agents reduce risk among populations free of clinical coronary disease. The possibility that HSCRP may provide an adjunctive method to target statin therapy in primary prevention by reducing the number needed to treat is promising but requires direct testing.

**Limitations of HSCRP Evaluation**

Several limitations of HSCRP evaluation require consideration. Inflammatory markers are nonspecific, increase with acute infection or trauma, and have been shown to predict total mortality as well as cardiovascular events. The need to avoid HSCRP evaluation during times of infection or trauma and among individuals with known systemic inflammatory conditions thus may limit clinical utility. However, these effects have tended to lead to underestimation of the true predictive value of HSCRP in epidemiological studies. The utility of HSCRP testing across different ethnic groups also is uncertain. On the other hand, although cost effectiveness of HSCRP testing has not been formally evaluated, testing for HSCRP is inexpensive and likely to prove cost effective, particularly when compared with techniques such as electron-beam calcium scanning or magnetic resonance imaging.

Finally, the consistency of data concerning HSCRP in primary prevention does not imply that screening for HSCRP among postinfarction patients will have clinical utility. After acute ischemia, levels of CRP can rise substantially such that determining an individual’s underlying basal level is difficult, an effect that may result in misclassification. In addition, measures of ventricular function and infarct size are likely to have far greater predictive value among individuals who have recently suffered acute infarction. Thus, rather than generalizing results from primary prevention, carefully controlled studies of postinfarction patients that include information about ventricular function and other important prognostic factors are needed to determine whether HSCRP evaluation has utility in secondary prevention.

**Summary**

Inflammation plays a major role in atherosclerosis, and measurement of inflammatory markers such as HSCRP may provide a novel method for detecting individuals at high risk of plaque rupture. Several large-scale prospective studies demonstrate that HSCRP is a strong independent predictor of future myocardial infarction and stroke among apparently healthy men and women. Recent data describing CRP within atheromatous plaque, as a correlate of endothelial dysfunction, and as having a direct role in cell adhesion molecular expression raise the possibility that CRP may also be a potential target for therapy.

Given that inexpensive commercial assays for HSCRP are now available, clinicians will need to gain knowledge regarding population distribution of HSCRP, magnitude of vascular risk that can be expected at each level of HSCRP, and utility of preventive strategies that attenuate inflammatory risk. Although limitations inherent to inflammatory screening remain, available data suggest that HSCRP has the potential to play an important role as an adjunct for global risk assessment in primary prevention of cardiovascular disease.
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